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Berkeley Special To Leave
Saturday; Reno Uncertain
Nevada Trip Dependent Upon Approval

Ticket Now
For Happy Hedda

College of the Pacific, StocUon, California, Thursday. October 14, 1937

Professors
Plan Meet
At Cal.

FORMER PACIFIC STUDENT
RETURNS FROM ORIENT
Walter Wright Interviews Shaw
By DORIS WAKEFIELD

Of Personnel Committee
A special train is to be available for Pacific rooters planning to attend
'7 f game, t lis week-end. It will make around trip Saturday, leaving
Stockton at 7 :4o a. m. and arriving in Berkeley at approximately 10:00 a. m.
t wi pu out of the Berkeley station at 8:00 that same evening and will
be back here by 10:15. The Pacific Varsity and newly bedecked band will
go down on this train with the stu-«»
dent body. An observation car is to|
be an added attraction but because
of the limited time there will be no
dance car provided.

Buy Your Raffle

Goleman To Represent
Junior College

Recently returned from the orient, is' Walter Wright, former Pacific
student, who, after a two year absence, is back to resume his activities on
this campus.

Intramural Debate Tourney
Rounds Begin Next Week

I he time, spent in travel, work, and study, proved more than profitable
First Intercollegiate Engagement Scheduled At Bakersfield;
in memorable experiences. From the vast array of experiences and ad"Vventures which he has encountered,
Pacific To Be Host To Largest Coast Contest
All faculty members of the Stock
only a few, selected with an eye to
ton Junior college and senior college
the interest of the reader, can be
TRAVELER
professors who have Junior college
Men's intramural debate tournament will begin Monday evening, October
given here.
classes have been invited to attend
8. Two days later, October 20, the women's tournament will hold the
MEETS SHAW
first round of competition.
the fall meeting of the Northern
One of these that it seems would
California Junior College Association
a/T °r^Ve, mTeTn'S t£amS are definitel>' ready to begin competition next
be of special note to most students
Monday. Mens Hall, Rhizomia, Omega Phi, and two unaffiliated teams
on Saturday, October 16, at the Uni
is the opportunity that he liad of
For the convenience of those who
"from the town of Stockton, tenta
meeting and talking with George
versity of California.
wish to stay over in the bay region,
tively termed the Sophists and Zep
Bernard Shaw, noted British dram
Notice has been given the teachers
return tickets will be good anytime
hyrs,
are scheduled for the opening
atist. This interview took place dur
DEBATER
that attendance throughout the entire
during the week following the game.
round. The schedule will be issued
ing the first year of Walter's travels,
program will count for one day of
definitely on the Bengal Daily Mon
The special rate of $1.60 roundtrip
which was spent almost entirely in
day. Debate Manager Louis San
will be effective only if 150 students
Hawaii, and came about in rather a
institute. President J. Evan Arm
dine, who is in charge of the intra
sign up—so buy your tickets NOW
novel manner. Having been told, by
strong of the Armstrong Junior
mural tournaments, reports that
from any member of the Rally Com
reporters on the Island, that it would
College will preside.
judges will be announced later.
be impossible to secure, an interview,
mittee.
Production Directed By
Registration will begin at 9:00 A.
Walter walked up to the famous
TWO
DEFEATS
Publications
Committee
RENO SPECIAL?
M. in Room 11, Wheeler Hall at U.
Englishman, soon after his boat
Mona Belle Hench
C. At 9:15 Dr. Robert G. Sproul,
docked, and asked to speak to him
Sandine also stresses that the first
Fosters Review
Although it had not been definitely
president of the University of Cali
round will not mean elimination for
for a few minutes concerning some
decided upon this Wednesday, an
By
ALEX
DONSKER
To determine the buying power of fornia will greet the assembled dele
facts included in his biography by
any team, two defeats being required.
other special train to Reno, for the
gates.
Frank Harris.
The request was
Speeches will be in regular debate
Final rehearsals are being held for
second Far-Western Conference game the students in an effort to help ad
The aims and objective of the As
granted and an interesting two hours the first Studio Theatre production of
order, eight minute constructives and
with the University of Nevada, was vertising in the publications of the
sociation will be explained by Presi
followed during which he received
four minute rebuttals. Substitutes
being planned by Bob Wentz, Rally college, a student questionnaire has
the current season, "The Tents of the
may be used freely, though not in the
been drawn up, and will be given the dent Armstrong, followed by a dis
some rather surprising impressions
Committee chairman.
cussion on guidance at Junior Col
process of any one debate.
students in assembly, October 21.
of Shaw, in view of the usual press Arabs", a two-act play by Lord DunApproval of the student body trip
reports.
say. The play, under the direction of
Margaret Lefever was put in lege and University levels by Dr.
Entries have not yet been received
was in the hands of the Personnel charge at the last meeting of the James M. Wood, president of Ste
from Manor Hall, Archania, and the
He felt that Shaw is essentially a Mona Belle Hench, will be presented
Committee, whose members are Dean Publications committee.
phens College in Columbia, Missouri. Walter Wright, who after two retiring, solitary, meditative type of
Men's Coop House. Dr. McCall and
October 18, 21 and 22.
Berg, Dean Corson, Dean Orton and SAMPLE QUESTIONS:
Nine men are on the panel for years in Hawaii and Japan, has re person, and that a great deal of the
Manager Sandine hope that these de
The play concerns the ambitions of
Robert Wright.
linquents will decide to enter a team
The questions are patterned after discussion of guidance problems, in turned to Pacific to complete his publicity and ballyhoo surrounding
in competition for the cup.
Wright has him is more or less of a protective a king and two camel-drivers of the
If the trip is approved it will be an a similar survey conducted at Fresno cluding Dr. Irving Goleman who will educational plans.
represent the Stockton Junior Col had many experiences, among them shell. Shaw acted very kindly to desert. The king wishes to live in
As yet only two teams have been
nounced in assembly and covered by State college, and are pointed to
lege.
entered in the women's division.
wards finding out most of the condi
an interview with George Bernard ward him and was very jovial mak the desert, while the camel-drivers
the WEEKLY.
Following the election of officers Shaw.
Women "Sophists" and the Coop
ing the interview one of the high
tions under Which students live and
hope to live in the city. The unex
at
11:45 will be the luncheon at In
House are ready to go, the latter rep
spots in his stay in the Islands.
how they spend their money. For
pected turn of events make the story Louis Sandine, Pacific Debate resented by Misses Kang and Pang,
instance, sample questions that are to ternational House with President
VISIT IN JAPAN
Manager, is in charge of arrange both of the Hawaiian Islands.
an enjoyable one.
Armstrong speaking. The afternoon
be found on the questionnaire are:
Having become very much inter
ments for the intramural tourna
will be taken up with speeches by Dr.
Outstanding
feature
of
the
play
is
Do you own a car? How many
ested in the Japanese people during
FIRST TOURNAMENT
the beautiful, descriptive lines, and ments which take place next week.
shows do you attend per month ?; Robert G. Sproul and Dr. Ray Wil
his year in Hawaii, the next lap of
This
is
Sandine's
second
year
as
bur,
and
a
summary
by
Dr.
James
M.
Bakersfield will be the scene of the
the atmosphere which is created by
How much do you spend on the fol
his trip took Walter to that curious
first tournament of the year to be
these lines. The setting of the play debate manager.
lowing? the list includes daily ex Wood. At 2:30 the professors will
country
of
ancient
temples
and
west
held November 11, 12 and 13. The
is at the desert's edge outside the
penses, such as, candy, tobacco, car attend the Pacific-California foot
ern materialism. Reading the book
ball game.
College of the Pacific, according to
city.
fare, social affairs, fraternity dues,
"Typhoon" with a background of
Dr. Roy C. McCall, director of forThe list of characters are: King,
etc.) ; Do you read the (Pacific
lashing waves and roaring winds,
ensics, will enter several women's
Weekly) regularly.
during one of the tornados that Bob Broaddus; Eznarza, a gypsy of
and men's debate teams, as well as
the
desert,
Claribel
Coffman;
BelThe remainder of the questionnaire
sweep the Chinese and Japanese seas,
orators and extemporaneous speak
deals with two special sets of ques
President Roger Jacoby of the East lent an intriguing air to the voyage Narb, Alex Donsker; Aoob, Max
ers.
Phi Mu Alpha Car
Gobel; Chamberlin, Albert Miller
tions, one for men students and one
Bay Pacific Alumni Club will pre across to Japan.
Preparation for this tournament
for women students.
side over the dinner to be held at
In Kyoto, the flowering
place of and Zabra, Howard Stein.
At Homecoming
will begin with the regular squad
The cast has been working hard
ADVERTISING AID
the..Hotel Coit in,.Oakland qn Friday Japanese culture and one of the most
meeting next Tuesday at 8:00 in 301.
evening, October 15, at seven IVjSf.' interesting cities of the far east, on the play for the past two "weeks
It is for the benefit of Stockton's
Several debates among veterans and
The haze surrounding the identity
and
the
production
promises
to
be
Mr. Jacoby who is a former student Walter worked at the Doshisha Uni
newcomers on the squad are sched
of Hedda, that mysterious figure in merchants that the questionnaire has
of the Pacific Student Body, has versity. Here he also became ac one of the best of the season.
been formulated. Not only will it
uled for this period.
troduced into the midst of last week's
Monday
afternoon
the
race
rela
made all the arrangements for the quainted with the leading exponent
aid them when the time comes to ad
General idmission for this first
Dr. McCall also officially an
rally has been cleared away.
tion
group
of
the
S.
C.
A.
met
in
the
affair.
of Zen Buddhism, who had recently production has been set at twentyvertise, but it is felt that increased
nounces that the College of the Paci
Hedda, according to the Phi Mu advertising will be a boon to stud
"Y" rooms. Florence Sato, president,
A general "Y" meeting will be held
five cents.
The new colored moving picture returned from a tour of America.
fic will entertain the largest tour
called the meeting to order, and sug
Alpha boys, is all that can be de ents, enabling them to purchase what Monday, October 18, from 7 to 8 P. film of the campus, which is beingWalter was particularly interested
nament of the year on the Pacific
gested that they elect a secretary to
sired. She has grace, charm, beauty, they want at the most convenient M. in the "Y" rooms in Anderson developed by the alumni association, in the effects of Buddhism on all that
coast. This will take place some
keep the minutes of the meetings and time in April.
and enough uncertainty to make her price.
Hall. Dean Corson will speak to the will be one of the main features of he found admirable in the Japanese
to send notices as to when the meet
interesting.
All of these virtues,
way of living, and found that the
group after which association busi the evening.
ings will be held. Florence Pang was RADIO DEBATES
they say, make her the most desirable
ness will be presented. Dick Eaton
President Tally C. Knoles will be influence of Zen on painting and
ejected to fill this position.
car on Pacific's campus.
poetry has been chiefly toward sim
who is in charge of the S. C. A. the main speaker of the evening.
The radio debate program, called
It was ' next suggested that they
plicity and the doing away with all
budget will present business concern
The automobile (?) is to be raffled
the Pacific Debate Hour, is reported
Coach Ralph Francis will present unnecessary detail.
have
a
Japanese
dinner
in
the
near
ing it and plans for the year.
off by the members of the music fra
to be going well. Following the
highlights on the athletic season, and
future. Miss Sato appointed a com
Erwin Farley, chairman of the Melburn Matheny, a former yell lead COVERS GEISHA STRIKE
ternity and tickets went on sale,
highly controversial issue of the po
mittee
to
work
out
the
details.
Finance drive will announce plans for er, will furnish the pep.
at 15 cents apiece or two for twentylice and fire initiative ordinance,
After Kyoto came Tokyo, and
Miss
Hin-Oi
Young
and
exchange
the student drive which will begin on
which was discussed last Tuesday,
five cents, immediately after assemb
As this same affair last year was work as a feature writer and corres
student from Lingan University, Can
Wilber Scott, Frosh entrant from October 25th with a dinner for the such a success, a larger crowd and pondent on the "Japanese Adver
ly today.
will be the question of taking the
ton, China, was the speaker. Miss
Yuba City, California, was appointed committee in charge of the drive. Re an even better time is expected this tiser", where one of his most inter
Art. Irish, recently elected presi Young said only the high class Chi power to declare war from Congress
Sales will continue until the time
editor of the Bengal Bulletin last Fri turns on the completed Faculty drive year.
*
esting assignments was the strike dent of Pacific's Sophamore class, nese attend college. At Lingan Uni and giving it to the people. After
of the raffle which will be held be
day by Louis Sandine, president of will he announced by Farley. Plans
called
by a group of Geisha against has announced a beard-growing con versity last year there were thirty- that, Justice Black's right to sit on
tween halves of the homecoming
for the Social group which met Wed
the Pacific Student Association.
the Supreme Court bench may be
being treated as a commodity to be test open only to second year men.
five exchange students from other
game, October 30th.
The Bulletin is a daily sheet carry nesday will be discussed. Martin
questioned. All these programs orig
bought or sold.
countries
and
five
exchange
students
Registration for the contest, which
All would-be possessors of Happy ing straight announcements and per Pulich, chairman of the Public af
In speaking of this strike, Walter is in charge of Karl Rigor, opens from the American high school at inate in the Campus Studio at the
Hedda may inspect her more closely sonals which are brought to the eyes fairs group, will discuss preparation
College of the Pacific, and are broad
said, "In a country where you see at 8 A. M- Monday morning, and Shanghai.
as this object of universal campus of the student body, copies being dis for the Student Forums to be held
cast at 1:45 on Tuesday.
middle aged women surrender their closes at 2 P. M. the same day. All
In
China
they
have
the
New
Life
interest was placed on exhibition tributed in the Conservatory, the Ad this year. Everyone interested in the
seats on street cars to young men— those men who register must be Movement which is similar to the
in front of the administration build building, Weber Hall, Anderson Hall, S. C. A. is urged to come because
for Geisha Girls to assert for rights Sophs and must sign up with a clean National Youth Association in the
this meeting will be an important
ing, following her introduction at and the Cub House.
is almost a national event".
United States.
shaven face.
one.
today's rally.
All announcements and other in
When questioned about the present
Towards the end of the last school
The
contest
will
close
on
the
even
Miss Joyce Dunkerley, S. C. A.
situation in China, he stated, "I don't
"Happy Hedda" made her debut at formation, should be handed in at the
ing of the Homecoming game on term all high schools and colleges in
Information
desk
in
the
Ad
building
secretary,
will
lead
group
singing.
Irthe rally this morning to the accomEditor's note: The following is feel that anything Japan is doing in October 30. Prizes are to be award China including the private schools,
paniament of shouts of laughter, for before 5 :00 P. M. of the day preced vin Grubbs, president, will be chair a note received from Georg China at all repudiates what I have ed for the longest, thickest, best de had to give all students military
man of the meeting.
"Hedda"—"Happy Hedda"—is a car. ing its release in the Bulletin.
Meyers, last year's Publication come to admire in the Japanese peo signed, and a "booby" prize for the training.
To be extct "Hedda" is a 1927 Nash
Committee chairman and Director ple". I do feel that the pity that fuzziest beard.
cabriolet painted with black and
of Publicity at Pacific. Meyers western civilization is showing to
Prizes are in charge of Jane Jor
orange stripes. Hubert White, who
left Stockton Sept. 15 on a pro ward China is rather amusing."
BEAR—CONSCIOUS
He went on to explain that he feels dan and Maryly Lyons. Grand prize,
w.as in charge of "Hedda's" comingposed Bicycle trip around the
PRESIDENT
which will be awarded to the "man
"Charlie" Hunter, veteran Olym
out party, represented Phi Mu Alpha
world.
Having completed the that the countries of the western half liest" beard of the class of '40, is a
pic
Club track coach, who returned
of
the
world,
having
attempted
to
national honorary music fraternity.
first
lengthy leg of his trek,
from Japan last week with a win
exploit China for years in the past genuine leather zipper hinder with
Georg
wrote
the
following:
Tickets are on sale for the raffling
the winner's name and "Class of '40"
ning contingent of American track
New Orleans, Oct. 7—Ensconced seem to be putting themselves in an engraved on its front.
of "Hedda", which will occur at halfstars, yesterday predicted that the
odd
position
now,
in
condemning
in a 100-year old boarding house in
time of the St. Mary's-Pacific home
1940 Olympic Games will not be held
Judges of the contest are to be
the city you wouldn't believe unless Japan's actions.
coming game, for only ten cents a
in Japan.
chosen from each women's living
you saw, and maybe not then. Thru
coming game.
Hunter is a member of the Ameri
quarter
on
the
campus.
They
will
be
my window as I write looms a 100-ft.
can Olympic committee.
picked by the committee in charge
statute of Robt. E. Lee with the lofty
Setting January 1 as the deadline,
from those attending the dance.
towers of N'Orleans skyscrapers
Hunter
said, "If the war continues
Committee members are Art Irish,
stabbing the distant horizon. Streets
until that date I don't see how Japan
Jane
Jordan,
Maryly
Lyons,
Karl
are 1-way traffic, so narrow (espec
can possibly hold the games."
Rigor and Dick Morrall.
ially in Frenchtown) the folks on
PLANS GOING THEAD
their balconies can actually shake
hands on opposite sides. You never
"Regardless of the fact that the
smelled any place like this. Take
Japanese general organizing com
burnt beans, a three day mackerel,
By ALEX DONSKER
mittee is going ahead with plans to
a mayonaise factory, nine bottles of
hold the games on a small scale, the
College of the Pacific students
Three
varsity
football
players
may
eau de cologne, and one old pair of
militarists will prevent the holding
transferring to the University of
shoulder pads and you'll know what be seen next week sporting free hair
of the games," he said.
California have proved themselves
cuts as the result of a contest being
I mean.
" "The militarists have been buck
capable of competing on an equal
Dr. Knoles spoke to the Federated
We sail Oct. 15. Sixteen days at sponsored by Clyde King, campus
ing the games ever since they were
footing with transfer students from
Women's Club in Escalon on "Euro
sea,
then six in London, two in Ant barber.
awarded to Japan in 1936.
colleges all over the state, accord
"Clyde" is offering free haircuts to pean Conditions" last Tuesday, Octo
werp before docking at Rotterdam.
"The Olympic committee must
ing to a letter received recently from
Our whiskers at this state cause the three members of the varsity ber 12.
know definitely in March if Japan
Merton E. Hill, Director of Ad
Vincent
Peck,
last
year's
Rally
people to halt and stare, not in ad football team who are most instru
On October 13, Do. Knoles spoke Committee chairman, who was will sponsor the games," he said.
missions of the university.
"And the general opinion of Ameri
miration—but I'll catch up with mental in scoring touch downs at the state wide convention of the
elected president of the Senior
against the University of California
In his letter, addressed to the reg
Knoles, yet, begad!
W. C. T. U. which is being held this class in the recent class balloting. cans living in that country is that by
next Saturday afternoon. The three
istrar, Mr. Hill says, "I am writing
So long, more later.
week in Stockton. His subject was Peck has begun plans for an active that date Japan will have decided
members receiving the free haircuts
to congratulate you on the fine show
against the move.
Georg Meyers.
"Possible Assistance of Local En year.
will be chosen by the rest of the
ing your students have made in the
"If the games are not held in Ja
forcement Officials." The meeting
team..
University of California during the
pan, they will probably be held either
was held at the Central Methodist
"Clyde" declared, "I am offering
past three year period—
in Finland or England." Finland was
Church.
this prize as an added incentive to
second
to Japan in the voting and
Capsules
Ready
For
The enclosed statistics show that
On Wednesday evening, Dr. and
the boys so that our school may keep
England has indicated that she
Pacific transfers rate ninth as to
Mrs.
Knoles
attended
a
dinner
at
the
up the old fight and spirit that our
Cold Sufferers
would take the games on two years'
the average G. P. A. upon entering
past teams have shown against the First Methodist Church in Oakland,
notice.
California and seventh according to
where he introduced the speaker,
Capsules are now available at the
Ruford Bush was elected president University of California."
average G. P. A. after a year in the
Bishop
James
C.
Baker.
Infirmary which" are especially rec- SPORTS POPULAR
of the Frosh Club at a meeting held
university.
On Friday noon, Knoles makes his commended for the prevention of
Monday evening in the "Y" rooms.
"The Japanese are still very sports
Other officers elected were Jane Ab lead by Dr. Harold Jacoby later, and official visit as district governor to colds. Students who are subject to minded," he said. "They want the
These statistics are compiled from
the
Castroville
Rotary
Club.
colds should see either Dr. Good
bott, vice president; Ardis Singleton, social dancing was enjoyed.
the records made by students from
Friday evening Dr. Knoles is to man, who is at the Infirmary at United States to send over an indoor
Olive Kruger, Barbara Bater, Sam
secretary-treasurer; Bud Miller, song
all of the four year colleges in the Phil "Iron Mike" Martinovich, highly-touted Tiger fullback, who
track team during the winter. They
leader; Jean Ferguson, pianist, and Chaney, Norm Davis, and Grant Col- speak at the Oakland Alumni at the 9:30 A. M. daily or Dr. Collins who
state that send a sufficient number of will be relied upon this Saturday to stop California's backfield.
are also planning to send a small
Bill Brock, Bill Mills, and Olive Kru- liver had charge of the meeting. Re graduates dinner preceding the Call- is at the Infirmary Monday Wedtransfers to the university to make "Mike" is playing his last year at Pacific and is being boosted as
team to the sports festival at the 1939
1 nesday, and Friday at 1 -.45. '
an
All-Coast
selection.
ger,
publicity.
Group
singing
was
freshments
were
served.
fornia
game
on
Saturday.
a rating possible.
Golden Gate Exposition.

Studio Play
To Open
Oct. 18

Buying Power
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'Happy HeddaV

Pacific Alumni
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—BASTIAN
TIGER OR THE BEAR?

A NEW FOOTBALL POLICY
is needed at pacific, and the suggestion of a new policy should

Corner Box

The Keyhole

c)Jiaoic
lOOf

KANDID KAMPUS KAPERS

We were greatly startled to ob
IF CHICO" MARX OUR
serve the apparent dislike on Hame
STRIDE
part toward the frivolities of the so
In defense and explanation
Turn's that Bengal football is rapidly approaching a crossroad
called 400.
.
,,
of this master-cheese, I can say
Tim "Hi-de-ho" Bainbndge, the
a crossroad which will determine whether or not I actficit. go)I g
"Some poumz is inspiredperrenial freshman, has quieted down
others just happen and some
somewhat. Does this happen to all
vvwu
be "big time" or just another weed
-hidden *pile of brick
is ground out like coffee! No,
who
graduate.
We
think
not.
-speaking strictly in a football sense of
not dated—that's why they re
Say, gals, why don't some of you
outskirts of Stockton
stale! However, if I can stale
talk Don McKinley into attending .
course.
the march of the Pacific W eekO P ? He's got something there.
been stalking the campus to the effect that the
By LEE FITTING
ly—well, it may be nooze!
Thanx, Phil Star for helping the
Rumors have
Come on you hungry Tigers
will have to struggle along without
girls out with their swishers.
We 11
Far-Western Conference
column
Fight
like
EVERYTHING!
have
a
united
rooting
section
yet.
Well, this is that flashy
the 1938 campaign, which means,
Here we are—back on the subject again. (Excuse our vanity).
Pounce viciously upon that
benefit of the Tigers ir
m
of the Rover Boys. , There's nothing
lumbering Bear—like everycourse, that Pacific becomes an independent team
The Best Picture of the Week
like good rallies, and Wentz, you ve
THING!
There are practi"Stage
Door"
with
Katherine
Hep
Now take a look at schedules of big schools,
given them to us-P. S. It has been
Set deep your cunning claws—
scheduled unless they are strong
noted by all, that you and your pals burn, Ginger Rogers, and Adolphe
at least,
cally no independent teams
Menjou. Hurray for Hepburn!! She
have turned over a new leaf.
And agitate the big bad Bear
With that as an hypothranking high among the nation's teams,
Who were the two who narrowly has at last been reclaimed from the
like—EVERYTHING!
escaped a night at Stockton's capti dead We were growing awfully tired
csis that only strong teams among the independents get games
of
seeing
her
in
so
many
costume
vating nite-spot—jail to you.
Aw shucks no end !
with the larger Cyast Conference teams-just where will Pact
The best dressed man on the cam pictures, it's swell to see her throw
Ain't no inspirashun in me for
litem all over to do a fine bit ot
pus,
ne
Howard
Raab,
doesn't
be
rank five years from now as against Gonzaga, Loyola and
to pen
acting
in
a
modern
picture.
Rogers
lieve in the possibilities of the fail
A poum new—or old—or, well
sex. Oh, come on Raab, give them proves herself an able dramatic
University of San Francisco ?
Like everything!
actress besides being a swell looker.
The few big time games that Pacific has each year pay a sura try!
,
i
Aw shucks! Aw Shooks—n'
Thanx, Archania, for the liberal As for Menjou, he's as usual, just
stuff n' things.
athletic bill for frosh football, tennis,
education between the hours of 1 and Menjou. But Andrea Leds (the girl
prising amount of the
and intramural activities. Home games
2 Sunday .morning. Altho some of that got 453 kisses . . . on the screen
Y'know — s'funny 'bout this
swimming, basketball
us enjoyed the opinions—others were fellows . . . does a fine bit as the girl
enough coming from Baxter
thing.
who
wants
the
part
that
Hepburn
bring fair gates, but there isn t e
abashed and wondered—"Is it worth
Tain't a poum, but it sorta has
gets.
A
swell
picture,
a
swell
cast,
. of the total cost of athletics. Which means
it ?"
Stadium to take care
a swing!
and swell acting. What more could
GUSHING WHILE RUSHING
able to keep the few big time games now
Well—anyhoo, if you think
that unless Pacific is
Nancy Greaves, "Yes, I knit Sat. one ask for? See, by all means,
you've gotta "cinch"
contracted
nites only."
„ "Stage Door."
You'd bes' be keepin' shady, or
contracts there will be some injury to minor and intramural sport
"The Bride Wore Red" a stupid
Madge H, "—and while in Paris !!
You'll be slightly colored lady
Football is the one self-supporting activity on the
M. Nichols, "Maybe I'll own the story with a swell cast that acted
activities,
—'cause
the
present
time
and
is
a
necessity
in
carrying
out
a
their
worst.
Crawford,
a
darned
school someday."
campus at
Those patriotic cards are stack
Chappie, "Was prompting at the good actress in the right kind of a
well-rounded athletic program. It furnishes money which would
ed again' ya—MEBBE!
"Excursion" rehearsal, and did How role, was terrible as Anni. For the
otherwise have to be taken from other sources to the detriment
ard Thurston put everything, he had ladies ... her clothes were as
And just remember fellows—
usual, excellent. . . need we say
into THAT scene!"
"It isn't the winning or losing
of other activities.
Carolyn Webber, "Oh, and then I more? The suave Tdne sunk as a
That counts!
But is football on the upgrade? This year's frosh team can
sturdy mountaineer, but we felt
saw Warren!"
It's
" How can you win that
Betty Barry, "Why, I can't truck!" sorry for Bob, he was such a heel
scrimmage but once or twice a week, simply because they can
game!"
Bobbin
Gay,
"Next
time
let's
have
Billie
Burke
was
cast
in
a
minor
Editor's note: The cartoons which the WEEKLY is running on its editorial pages in no way re
As
my
old
Scandanegian
afford to have men injured. They're too scarce. In spite of the flect the opinions of the editorial staff. These cuts represent merely satire on everyday college paper plates."
role but she got off the best
Grandpappy
used
to say,
Mary Day, "But I didn't get him cracks in the picture. The girl
fact that frosh registration soared to new heights.
life, as we have it at Pacific.
"Veni, vidi, vici! Usque Ad
that is going to go places, and get
out of bed!"
Aras!" (which being inter
Certain concessions have been made for players who have
Tane Turner, "Eee Gad, what am I there fast is that cutie, Lynn Car
preted—well you look in the
ver, especially if the producers
to do?"
needed help in coming to Pacific. The administration is to be
back of the Dictionary too.
Lusy Hawley, "Did Delphine enjoy note her final scene; she looks
lauded for the help it has given. It has made education possible
It's really excitin'.)
the boat-ride?"
swell. But this is the kind of
for many. But there have been those who were less fortunate
——
—
Muriel Logerwell, "He didn't be picture you will see regardless of
lieve me when I told him I wanted our advice ... so don't listen to us
in financial ways, who have come, only to go. Some have wanted
to be a career woman."
—go and see if you don't hear us ful picture, it is alive with facts
to come and yet haven't even been able to consider the school,
A salute to Warner Brothers for dar
By
Claribel Coffman, "I can't decide— saying, "I told you so."
simply because other schools have offered too much or because the
ing to make it . . . See it by all means
is it Ed or is it Charlie?"
We saw "They Won't Forget over
Flo Renney, "Yes, Bill's at Cal the weekend. It's already been here (That's really telling you- . c . and
costs here were inordinately high.
we didn't get any passes for review
now.
but we have to give our opinions (or
Complete subsidization of athletes is dangerous. It is admissible
-doesn't leave do we?). It's strong, soul stirring, ing it . . . believe or not).
Betty Booth, ' I f that tramps can come in and may come in. But the more that
Definitions, timely and otherwise:
Johnny alone . . .!!"
dynamatic . . .in other words it' SWINGING THE DIAL
Wit:—The thing that fractures
Sweety Dohrman, "But orchids good. But it's going to be more than
is given away to athletes, the more careful the administration
Did you hear Jack Benny Sunday
friendship.
don't smell!"
resented by the South. It is the story night? Well we didn't . . . how was
would be as to who was the recipient of the scholarship.
College:—A place where you have
Bev McGhan, "My feet hurt."
of a young northern school teacher in he? I guess we were just coming
Other schools are openly subsidizing athletes—even to the extent
to go in order to find out that there
Marge Weatherby, "Oh, no, that's the deep South. He is tried and con out of the trance that Alice Faye put
is
nothing
in
it.
(Same
definition
of complete room, board, tuition, books and the like. It is not
old stuff."
victed for the murder of a young us into Friday night. . . . That pro
may be used for "marriage").
OBJECTIONS OVERRULED
the aim of this editorial to advocate such a policy, but it is its aim
school
girl . . . There is much doubt gram is really tops . . .
Discord:—"Al" Codiga, Phil MarWhat's the matter Roily, could it as to his guilt as the governor, de
By the way if you are keeping
to point out that more must be done for football in the future if
tinovich, and Primo Yob singing a
be a fellow on the Cal team?
spite the fact that his action causes your radio quiet between ninetrio.
teams are to measure up to the past.
What do you know about legs, him to lose all his political prestige thirty and ten on Sunday nights,
Tea:—A three-letter word meangBy RALPH DE PUY
Subsidization to the extent of furnishing a training table for the
Darby ?
in the coming election, commutes his we're sorry for you . . . "One
ing "hook, line, and sinker."
Are you really married, Kenny sentence to life imprisonment. But Man's Family," "dedicated to the
team in both spring practice and football season, would do a sur
Cleats, cleats, cleats—marching up
Goose :—Darby's fair feather
By BOBBIN GAY
Stowell ?
the teacher is lynched, because they mothers and fathers of the youngprising good in keeping those in school who would like to stay, and down the field.
friend or else.
What has happened to Bob Wil thought that she too had a hand in
generation and to their be
Shoes, shoes, shoes—tearing up the
Dining,
Hall:—Emily
Post
has
no
but cannot because of costs.
The 104th production is on its way kinson? Are you in training, or??? it. It presents a vivid picture of a wildering offspring," is the best
ord for it, neither has Edgar.
turf.
to see you the 28, 29, and 30th of
There is always the criticism that men should play football for
Say, Grossmith, may we use THE southern prejudice . . . there are some by far of all dramatic serials on
Chapman, Pollack, Herwig—all of
Chorale:—Musical term, also last
this month, and take a tip, it's really car tonight?
swell performances by Claude Rains, the air . . . Don't be dumb—listen
the love of the game. It is true, but most men do play for the love them are good.
word of a popular song—"Empty
one swell show—cast, sets, and all
Lucy, is he a sucker?
(he's really good, but, boy, he sure for it.
Oregon, Washington State, St. Saddles in the Bach Chorale.
of the game, or why should they be devoting five months a year
else have gone together with remark
Hey, Ajax, how's San Francisco? knows it . . . too bad, too) a new
Remember "The General Died At
to such a sport? College football has been denied to many be Marys—would have had them if they Perfume:—Any smell that is used able ease for the first show of the Why doesn't Will Hays do some comer, Gloria Dickson ... A truthto drown a worse one.
could.
Dawn," that swell picture? Well lis
year. As to the sets, they'll of course thing about the Community Chest
cause of lack of sufficient work to enable them to eat and sleep
California :—After Saturday—'Grin
Schindler, Zimmerman, Chico —
ten to it with Fred McMurray in
be most interesting. Tricky staging Ad?....
and Bear It.'
Perhaps a policy enabling them to carry on. keeping a higher looked pretty tough to us,
the Gary Cooper role and Akin Tamdevices
that
enable
sixty
second
scene
Bud Doyle, what's so exciting about
The Keyhole:—Pacific's Hall of
But when C. O. P. plays CAL.,
standard in the game and supporting other school athletics, is
changes have been devised and will Pittsburg? Pacific has a few things ful—all she needs is a pillow, and iroff in the original role. This is
Fay-m.
Butch, Butch, Butch.
be put to use. The background of to offer.
she just tears right into it. To see going to be a swell program . .|
desirable.
Sorority Circle :—Lost Horizon.
OVERHEARD:
the noise and clamor of Coney Island
Nelda—Mrs.
Geasling—wandering there's only one drawback to it .
Dunlap,
got
a
date
yet?
Nance:—A
person
of
neither
sex,
This editorial is not asking for a commercialized team, one
I went to the club-house for tea.
will
be
worked
out
in
such
a
way
Are
you
carrying
the
color
scheme
around
with
baby tucked under you have to miss dinner to hear it . ..
who yet combines the bad qualities
The Queen sat next to me
which functions as a business unit. That sort of subsidization
as to add zest and excitement to the out in your fingernails, Perry?
her arm is getting to be quite the I s i t w o r t h i t ? ? ?
of both.
Her rumblings abdominable
play. The rehearsals are going strong
is dangerous in that the type of student brought in may be un
Al Pearce returns to the air next
Kay
McKibben,
your
bet
concern
thing. Not to be outdone, the
Teacher's
Institute:—
(
Censored).
Were so abominable
Boomer family appropriaed a dog 1 uesday nite at nine. A swell pro
desirable—and it is not the editorial's aim to advocate something
Stadium Drive:—No etchings but with the prospects of a free week end ing Buzz didn't work, did it?
That every-one thought it was me.
ahead. Thursday night will be
What have you discovered at Mu for their child. He was all dressed gram for some people; personally we
all the comforts of home.
detrimental to Pacific. However, its purpose is to propose several TRAIN TALES:
up, but got a bad case of the always turn it off after Arlene Har
Repartee :—Any remark which is tough one, but we'll all get lots of Zete, Tom Dardis?
Just
remember,
you
can't
go
as
far
things. First, a training table, free to football players for the
rest and sleep over the three holidays
Did the World's Series upset your wheezes before the end of the per ris presents her little bit. As she is
on this train as you did on the last so clever that it makes the listener —wait a minute, that can't be right.
duration of football season and spring practice; secondly, tuitional one—kids.
score board Alexander?
formance. Say this cast will turn usually the first offering, our radio
wish he had said it himself.
Who wants sleep?
silent from then on . . . She is
(Edgar and Elbert.)
into a nursery if any more of them
WHO'S HAPPY HEDDA?
scholarships; in the third place, assigning jobs with higher time ODDITIES:
The theatre season opened official
have children. 'Nuf of Excursion. really good.
There
has
been
quite
some
talk
limits than those now existent.
ly last Saturday night at ye 'ole'
Rosalind Russell's program -is
Time—Oct. 18, 21, 22.
This proposal is made with the idea in mind that at all times going on around the Berkely campus
stamping ground—Tiny's. It started terpretation and rendering of the
Place—Studio Theatre.
about that letter you wrote to Her
okay
.too . . . As we said last week
out to be just a few minutes for some cries of a baby are really wonder
the recipient of the scholarship shall indicate his willingness to wig, Campbell. We hear that Herwig
Price—25c.
it is a direct steal from "A Star Is
coffee, but, as usual, it lengthened
work and cooperate. He must indicate his desire for education is quite some ball player, and very
Born," but what's the difference
into a healthy hour and a half ses
it takes a mighty fine burglat
as education and not as a four year vacation at the expense of a tough. Well Rollie, show them that
sion. Life and suff were the topics
a Tiger can Bear it.
to make a good stealing and some
for conversation, but we missed
beneficent alma mater. These provisions should be strictly en DISCOVERY:
By VESTA PINKERTON
one is a fine burglar . . . (Don't
Cleggie's views on the situation. By
Last Sat. night at the Frosh game
forced. If they are, Pacific will be able to keep purposeful,
tell me let me guess). I hope we
The Student Christian Association the way, we hear that Elinor Cleg
there
was
discovered
a
new
set
of
see you in a dark house, Rosalind.
hard working athletes.
horn
will
be
home
from
the
Islands
is
not
just
an
organization
on
the
yell leaders that really yell. Talk
Do you like Jack Oakie? Well, if
about pee-dingers—these boys ran all College of Pacific campus, but a small some time this month.
you liavn't tried listening to his Jack
To any outsider, Saturday
over the track and sure got some fragment of a national student
Oakie College on Tuesday nights at
night's rehearsal must have looked
spirit for a change. If you can last Christian movement.
six-thirty, you're missing a swell bet.
Buzz, and Ack. how about another
Belonging to a national movement like a religious revival meeting—
PRESS AGENT RAVINGS
big yell at the Cal. game? The track makes possible the Asilomar Con hymnal in hand, the salty crew of
While executing a difficult glisthe S. S. Happiness was rendering
is now down in the official catalogues as a varsity sport. The is lots bigger but with the Cal. root ference which is held every Christ in strange and yet undiscovered
sando during the first performance
ers behind you there would certainly mas. Last year forty College of
executive committee has included in its budget an appropriation be some noise.
of George Gershwin's "Rhapsody I"
keys "Holy, Holy". Heave to it
Pacific students attended.
Blue" at Carnegie Hall, the slide of
boys,
and
catch
that
tune.
Speak
sufficient to finance an adequate track program. Dean James
Both the Y. W. C. A. and the Y.
Jack Fulton's trombone became de
M. C. A. regional executive secretar ing of strange noises, Darby's lit
Corson, himself a member of the 1928 U. S. Olympic team, is
tached and flew half way across the
tle "push me, pull me" contrap
ies
have
visited
our
campus
this
fall.
ready to coach. B u t . . . .
stage and almost hit Director Paul
They met with different cabinet tion—Concertina, I think—doesn
Whitenian in the midriff . . . Boy oh
He manages to
The executive committee rules that unless students show enough
members and gave them many sug do so badly.
Boy!! Just think of the chances these
gestions from other college campi. squeeze out sounds that might be
interest before December, track will not be officially added to the
great directors take .... Try listen
Besides having the regional execu termed terrific.
program. Their reason is rather obvious. Catalogues, appro
ing to Whiteman's program, and if
In the past week, things have been
tive secretaries visiting us, the S. C.
priations, coach are all worthless if members of the Pacific Stu Dear Editor:
you hear a "Ugh" then you'll knot
A. receives mail daily from all otl|er happening fast on the Excursion
After last weeks exhibition I think associations.
Hilton s slide didn't miss.
Faye's achieved a daughter—she's
dent Association are not enough interested to make a track team.
it is about time something is said
"Sleepy Jim" Crowley coach of
All this means that we have in the cute child; Marilyn Dentoni the
Merely the underground murmur similar to last year's efforts about that deplorable condition that
the Fordham University Rams will
S. C. A. an opportunity for the de name, and she's surprised all the
will not be enough. Unless definite committments are made and exists on our campus, in the fact that velopment of ideas and activities cast with the amount of poise she
formally inaugurate his Football
an enthusiastic gang of track athletes is ready to go, all editorials our Rally Committee is not- function which, surpass the bounds of our has. Mrs. Fitchell has managed to
Forum on the Kate Smith variety
ing to its fullest extent.
hook a husband—Forest Greenberg1
campus.
hour tonight, between 8:15 and
or murmurs will mean absolutely nothing.
There is no reason why we stu
the fellow. Congrats Shay, keep up
9:15, when he will bring a noted
Petitions circulated through the student body last year had their dents should have to sit through an
the good work. Bill Kirkman's en
'TREES' CHAPEL THEME
visiting gridiron mentor to the
assembly
as
rotten
as
the
last
one.
effect. If enough men sign up for track now, the College of the
trance in the first act is getting to be
microphone
and offers a few prog
There is plenty of good talent on our
"Trees" will be the theme for something. Poor Bill, he's playing
Pacific will be represented in track and field meets this spring. If campus and it is about time our
nostications on the results of the
chapel service next week. This will the devilish, rough and tumble Mike
games played the following Satwe fail now, it may be years before the chance will come again.
Rally Committee got off the dime be, according to Dr. George Colliver, Geasling, and comes onto the scene
• • • Don't forget to listenand
used
some
of
it.
one of dramatized worship.
Let s not fail. A sign up sheet is or will be posted in the gym.
with a beautiful flop and a scream
TN CASE YOU'RE INTERESTED1
Also the Rally Committee should
Erwin
Farley
gave
the
Columbus
Suiting
action
to
word
as
born
of
habit
before
motion
nicture
(Stifled, however). To watch Bill
All those men who would like to participate in track should sign
Well in case you are interested, this
go into action at our football games Day speech, which was in keeping zooming and tearing about the stage
°Salmd Russe11 a«d Jimmie Steewart make this arrest column is nearly at its closing po"1'
up now, together with his event.
and keep non-members of the P. S. with the general theme, "Sail On, making a general nuisance of him
gram the6 "S A " a
^^ rehearsinS their new CBS pro • . . and we thing that is interesting
How about it, men? Do we want a track team? Sign up now A. out of our rooting section.
Sail On." Ed Lyons presented two self just doesn't seem natural.
gram the Sunday Afternoon Silver Theatre." The nroeram
enough so why say more . . . See y°"
Yours for bigger and better rallies dramatic readings, while Ray Hun'
or forever hold your peace!
Margaret George performed for broadcast each Sunday from 5:00 to 5:30 P. M
at
the Cal. game ... We better »*•
An Irate Rooter.
gerford played a violin solo.
EST., over the
the cast the other night. Her in-
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CHICO CHIRPS
Pacific's band certainly made up for
its previous lack of "pants" at the
game .... Corky "Hates Publicity
Cortez, for the first time in "ages
viewed a Pacific game from the
stands . . . . F. Darby, M. Lyons, J.
Ellis, and P. Railsback munching
"Big Apples" at the dance . . . Cute
number there in high heels and ank.ets—Page Peg!
ROUNDABOUT

Rushing Started
A t Epsilon House Sunday
WithChineseTea

Alpha 1 heta Tan inaugurated the
fall season of rushing with an infor
mal dinner Tuesday evening. For
this event the house was transform
ed into a typical scene in the Bowery,
and the decorations carried out this
theme. Miss Peggy Howard and
Miss Rachel Forbes assisted Miss
Delphine Ferrogiarro, who was gen
eral chairman. Miss Minnie Sawyer
was in charge of the tables; Miss
Ruberta Demmon and Miss Lesla
Dennison, borrowing; and Miss Fer
rogiarro and Miss Gene Goodwin,
decorations.

Informal rushing at Epsilon
Lambda Sigma began this week with
Miss Blanche Hook as general chair
man, assisted by Miss Jacquelyn
Jones. Tuesday the house was host
ess at a Chinese tea. Program, dec
orations, and refreshments carried
out the theme. Miss Virginia Sack,
Miss Jean Morgen, and Miss Dickie
Jacobs were in charge of arrange
ments.
Inter-collegiate was the dinner
Wednesday night at Epsilon house.
Miss Virginia Chapman in charge of
table setting; Miss Elizabeth Avery,
chairman of the decorations; and
Miss Jean Miller, entertainment, car
ried out in the motif in several un
usual ways.
Thursday afternoon a tea in an
artists theme will be served from
three until five o'clock. Miss Helen
Arbogast is in charge of the program,
Miss Madge Hepburn is chairman of
the decorations, and i sfreshments
•vill be directed by Miss Evelyn King.

Hecfl
Alinde Dohrman Tau Kappa
Welcomes Guests
Dinner For
At Mu Zeta Rho

Teas

Rushing Season

Mu Zeta Rho sorority opened fall
rushing activities Tuesday with an
informal tea. Guests were welcomed
from three to five by Miss Alinde
Dohrmann, house president, Miss
Beverly McGahn, and members of
the house. Miss Jean Westrum, Miss
Hertha Rausch, and Miss Phyllis
Liebman were in charge of the affair.
Wednesday evening rushees were
guests at an informal dinner, fol
lowed by games. Rooms of the house
were transformed by novel decora
tions under the directions of Miss
Frances Aberle, Miss Betty Booth,
Miss Lavoune Richardson, and Miss
Charlotte Parker.
From thAe to five Thursday the
house will again be open for an in
formal tea. Hostesses will be Miss
Ovena Larson, house mother, Miss
Janet Cole, Miss Nancy Greaves, and
Miss Cecil Cave.

Last Sunday afternoon the fall lMcCall poured while Miss Myrtle
rushing season was opened at the King welcomed visitors at the door.
College of the Pacific with a number
Committees appointed were; Dec
of teas given by the four sororities
orations—Evelynne Ward, Alice Hall.
on the campus. They were held at
Serving—Mary Margaret Slusher and
the houses from four to six and all
I helma Gilgert. In charge of re
the girls attending either the College
freshments was Mrs. W. G. White.
or the Junior College were invited.
ALPHA THETA TAU
EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
Miss Ann Blundell, president,
Visitors at Epsilon sorority w?re greeted those who visited Alpha
greeted by Miss Marjorie Nichols. In Theta, at the head of the receiving
Archania going very domestic in an
the receiving line were Mrs. Ethel line. Assisting her were Miss Mary
effort to keep the house clean . . .
Flack, house mother, and Miss Helen Doman, house mother, and Miss
La Vonne Richardson week-ending in
The house was
Torvend, the president of the house. Evelyn Barnett.
San Francisco with her parents . . .
The decorations consisted of a large decorated in candelabra and French
Janet Thompson as Fran Hallmark's
basket of white pampas grass and a bouquets.
guest, and Midge Phillis as sister
tea table, covered with a lace cloth
Incidental music was supplied by
Dot s guest .... Omega Phi's "Bad
with bouquets of flowers in the Miss Jennette Morse, Peggy Breed,
The
house
presided
over
an
infor
Taste" dance was really a Lulu, so
house colors.
and Ruberta Demmon. At the tea
'twas said .... The Suicide Club is mal tea Wednesday afternoon.
Committees for the event were: tables were Miss Eleanor McCann
about to hold an initiation—Poor
Thursday evening an informal din
Arrangements—Jean Smith, Blanche and Mrs. W. D. Coder.
Neophytes! .... Daffy thinks the ned will follow the theme of a night
Miss June Lane, general chair
Hook, Doris Sherwood, Ellina Ja
K e y h o l e i s a g o o d c o l u m n , t o o . . . . on the farm. A live duck, real ani
cobs, Marguerite Etzell, Jane Jordan, man appointed the following com
Hallmark's car has very peculiar and mals, hay, and wagon wheels will add
Jean Miller, and Evelyn King. Re mittees; Decorations—Patricia Rob
embarrassing habits .... Faye and realism. The food chosen by Minnie
freshments—Virginia Lee Chapman, erts and Florence Renny; refresh
Ajax nearly thrown in the jug for Sawyer for the occasion will also re
ments, May Lou Whitmore and
Helen Abragast, Marian Beach.
the theft of Seville's car .... Junior mind the guests of the farm. The
Maryly Lyons; arrangements—Del
has a doll now .... Caroline Weber following committees have been an
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
phine Ferrogiarro and Evelyn Cary.
entertained a number of friends at nounced: Miss Harrie Dean Wooley,
Chrysanthemums and tapers in fall MU ZETA RHO
h e r h o m e o n S a t u r d a y n i g h t . . . . Miss Pat Milberry, and Miss Vir
colors were used as decorations at
Must be something interesting hid ginia Weston, decorations; Miss Bes
Greeting guests at Mu Zeta were
Tau Kappa for the Sunday tea. Phyllis Liebman, Miss Ovcna Lar
den at Mu Zete and Rhizomia from sie Fraser and Miss Pat Railsback,
Twenty-five members of the sorority son, house mother, and Alinde Dolinthe way "special delivery" letters borrowing; and Miss June Lane and
greeted guests. In the receiving line mann and Beverly McCann. Assist
Last Saturday night to the strains
a r r i v e a t b o t h o f t h e h o u s e s . . . . Miss Marily Lyons, tables.
were Miss Ethel Deering, house ing her were Jean Wcstrum, Mildred of the New Sophistocates swinging
Incidentally, Mu Zete's library hatch
ed beautifully .... Peg Dooley, for
Jan Wright, recently elected presi mother; Miss Aline Durst, president, Lagomarsino, Janet Cole and Nancy rhythm, a conglomeration of clashing
mer Pacificite, and Mu Zete, spent
dent of the Girls' Dorm, has an and Miss Edna Clark, vice president. Greaves. Mrs. Everett Wolf and colors and bad tastes danced wierdly
in the rooms of Omega Phi Alpha
Mrs. ames Corson and Mrs. Roy Mrs. Carl Rausch poured.
a few days in Stockton—She's work
nounced her committees for the spirt
house.
The decorations were in
ing in Los Altos .... Tully Knoles,
dance to be given by the girls at the
keeping with the rest of the themeJr. is now teaching at Palo Alto Hi.
Philomathean Club House tonight
no uniformity, no taste, no sense, no
from eight-thirty until twelve. Com
VARSITY VARIETIES
nothin'.
mittees
are
Peggy
Hissen,
program;
"Hello, coach"
Bad taste punch was served in the
"I though you were told not to
Manor Hall was the scene of an Phyllis Sterner, orchestra; Roberta
remodeled basement, where a few
drink while in training."
informal party Friday night after Ball, place; Dorothy Van Gilder, re
imitations of plain and fancy truckin'
"What makes you think I've been the game. The feature of the even freshments; and Bee McCall decora
were given by Art Irish and Toni
drinking, coach?"
ing's entertainment was a mock wed tions. Football will be the theme.
Rifleberg.
Hostesses
will
be
Betty
aBrry,
Jane
"I'm not the coach!"
ding, arranged by Eugene Minson.
Heard
on
Pacific'c campus— The principals in the ceremony were Turner, Barbara Hendricks, Jimmie
Those who reveled in the bad taste
NEVER! — OPEN NOTE TO Lorraine White, bride; Kenny Sto- Wood, Bea McCarl, Ruth Ellis, Patty
Monday morning rolls around sport coat, yellow tie, blue hickory were Gordon White, Will Challis, Bill
RALPH 'NEVER MORE" DE- well, brigegroom; Eugene Minson, Hodkins, Margie Reimers, Dot Phil again and the fashion show of the shirt, light brown pants, and dark Kirkman, Dick Cincirulo, Jess GidPUY. We read College Humor too, parson; Ben Alexander, best man; lis, Phyllis Sterner, Jane Abbott, weekend is over, and now it is my brown shoes. Pat had on vari-color- ley, Harlow Scribner, Owen Kilkin?
Marie Nichols, maid of honor; and Margaret Trahert, Kay McKibben, job to remember some of the out ed sandals, striped short socks, light son, Phil Star, Bob Eley, Wes HudleRalphie!
Doug Taylor, who gave away the Doris Hill, Betty Davis, Dot Van standing styles and pass them on to blue skirt and a green shirt.
son, Rudy Rivera, Bill Shepard, A1
TODAY'S ETIQUETTE
Gilder, Doris Maclin, Mary Ann Sew you, so here goes.
bride.
Hokholt, Herman Gaummitz, Dick
LESSON
ard, Helen Ingraham, Fran Richard
Roy Cincerulo and Marge Nickles Morrall, Hal Kniveton, Doug. Nelson,
Never look a gift horse in the mouth
The bridal march was played in
We missed all the good plays, yes
son, Lois Klaas, Merle Morton, Berry both of them, Friday night at the were given the bouquet for their cos Norm. Davis, Buzz Nogue, Jack Col
—he might have a weak stomach! swing music and the bride and groom
Groves, Bobbins Dailey, Fran Haltumes. Roy wore black pajama trous lins, Glenn Harder, Perry Schotte,
trucked up to meet the parson. The
game getting the styles and who was
Tanks, A1!
gart,
Vivienne aMnary,
Norma
ers a blue and white plaid shirt, yel Art Irish, and Bill Toland.
ceremony itself, was performed en
wearing the outstanding ones.
low necktie and a slouch hat. Marge
James, Pauline Hauna, Olga Kalmin,
Guests were Marjorie Nichols, Pat
tirely in rhyme.
Kay King looked very "Co-cdish did a very good portrayal of Stella
Dody Elmquist, Bettie Meyer, Edith
Roberts, Toni Rifleberg, Mary Day
Attending were those living in Kidder, Adrian Squires, Barbara in a brown swing skirt, a powder Dallis.
Martin, Carolyn Rector, Dot Philles,
Manor Hall and their guests. The Nawman, Patti Puyn, Mary Margaret blue, boat neck sweater, and blue
Howie White and Tonie Rifberg Babe Lyons, Pat Railsback, Marge
rooms were decorated with fall flow Miller, Peggy Hissem, Florence Ken- clips in her brown hair carrying out
were another outstanding couple. Witherby, Norma James, Sara Cam
ers, and during the evening refresh erelly, Ruth Coward, Claribel Coff- her color scheme nicely.
Howie's cords, red shirt, yellow tie, eron, Dorothy Patterson, Helen Ing
ments consisting of ice cream and
Jane Jordan also looked very nice, and above all the black derby were raham, Charlotte Meeske, ajne KingMrs. Robert E. Burns was hostess cookies were served.
Their
guests
will
be
Bull
Durham,
in a green hand-knit suit, an em
at her home on Stadium Drive Satur
don, Doris Hill, Laura Lou Childs,
Lorraine White, vice-president and John Nichelson, Jim Short, Jimmy broidered peasant belt, giving her just what the best dressed college
day afternoon to present her guest
Rose Lee Rowe, Bobbie Daily, Ma
boy
should
not
wear.
Tonie
wore
social chairman of Manor Hall, was Crease, Benny Alexander, Lloyd suit that popular peasant effect. She
from Oakland, Mrs. Melburn Marion Phyllis, Barbara Nawman, Vir
in charge of all arrangements. Mrs. Test, Karl Rigor, Howie Hansbrow, wore a matching green calot, and tennis shoes, long stockings, rust
theny. The guests were entertained
skirt, blue polka-dot blouse, with yel ginia Chapman, Eunice Hood, Bar
Taylor, house mother, acted as pat Richard Eaton, Lawrence Waugh,
brown shoes with her suit.
by a dessert bridge. The decora
low bows on it, and a wine colored bara Newton, ojan Edwards, Mary
roness for the event.
Lyle acobs, Phil Martinovitch, Jack
tions were in an international theme
Renney, and Lesla Dennison.
La Vonne Richardson looked dar hat.
McCaugham,
Ted
Norton,
Peter
Fitz
with globes and tiny figuerines rep
ling
in
a
blue
swagger
suit,
with
a
gerald, Ed Denny, Bob Wentz, BuzDick Patriquin and Dot Phillis
resenting different countries used to
zie Nogue, Dick Morall, Vic Myers, fox fur collar. She wore a navy blue went together. Dick was dressed in
carry out the idea.
Stan Hill, ejrry Keithly, Jack Fitting, off the face hat, navy shoes, and a light gray trousers, brown shirt with
Those attending were Miss Cather
Bill Russell, A1 Learned, Pat Dunlap, white silk shirt, with a rhinestone the tail out, moccasins and a yellow
ine Rowe, Mrs. I. E. Koppel, Miss
Jim
Cordova, Art Irish, Bill Avery, clip at the throat which had blue bow tie. Dot had red bedroom slip
Lucille Tretheway, Mrs. Arthur
Parke Wilson, Bill Barnett, Bill Kel stones in it too.
pers, a red skirt, and blue blouse.
Foote, Miss Nancy Toms, Miss Ted
Wes. Huddleson looked very nice
All girls, new to Pacific, who are ly, Ray McGothan, Vernon Gross, Ed
dy Kroeck, Miss Jennette Morse,
In case you haven't heard this was
Faster, Jimmy Johnston, Jack Ander in a red, black, and gray plaid coat,
Miss Genevieve Carlon, and Mrs. majoring in music are invited to at
son, Louis Grossmith, Lou Morrell, blue shirt, gray plaid slacks, and a a bad taste dance and we saw some
Earl Crandall, Mrs. James Linn of tend a Musicale to be given by Mu
of the worst taste of the year there
and Doug Campbell.
blue tie.
Phi Epsilon, National Music Honor
Lodi.
Informal rushing is in full swing
Saturday night in the costumes.
Society, on October 31st, from two
Three cheers to Meg. Etzel, and
this week as all four houses on the
to four.
Virginia Chapman for that new style
campus open their doors to rushees.
way of wearing bandanas. You don't
As this will be homecoming week
Monday saw sorority members pay
The
fellows
and
girls
all
looked
care if some of we less original peo
end it is hoped by the members of
grand at dinner Sunday in their suits ing informal calls to those eligible
ple
copy
you,
do
you
?
the sorority that a great majority of
for rushing this semester. Rushing
and dresses.
their alumni will be present.
this week is informal and will be fol
We have to give six Freshman
Roy Berry looked especially hand lowed by formal rushing next week,
The program is under the direction
Madge Hepburn is entertaining
boys credit for new hair styles among
members of Epsilon for the weekend of Ruth Barnes. Anne Blundell and
Ortho Meta Para will hold its reg the fellows, more power to you for some in a red, gray, and black plaid Activities originally scheduled for
of the California-Pacific football Irva Rickson, president of the group, ular monthly meeting October 20th at your originality, or did you get some coat, gray slacks and gray shirt, and Friday have been discontinued.
are in charge of refreshments.
game.
7:30 p. m. in Weber Hall. The guest help from some of those nice Sopho dark shoes.
speaker of the evening will be Mr. more boys? One more questian, why
We noticed that the Archites have
H. L. Rammer of Fiberboard Prod do you get so red when you have refused to dress for dinner what is
ucts Inc., Stockton. Mr. Rammer has to tip your dinks?
the matter, have you had trouble with
not yet desclosed the nature of his
The new band uniforms were out the moths over at Archania, or have
talk which will undoubtedly center in all their glory Friday night and we you just forgotten how to wear those
EASIEST AND QUICKEST
around the Fibreboard industry. Mr. really think they are worth waiting suits and NECKTIES of yours? We
Rammer needs no introduction nor for, now no more cracks about the have heard about the new society of
boost to those fortunate enough to taxi cab drivers will be in order.
Misses Alinde Dohrmann, Beverly
women haters over there, but we still
have listened in the past to his stim
can't see any reason for not giving us McGahn, and Doris Marsh are leav
ulating talks.
ing Friday to attend the game in
The Omega Phi dance really gave that treat of a lifetime, by dressing Berkeley. They plan to stay with
In adidtion to Mr. Rammer's con
for
Sunday
dinner,
even
tho
you
YOU'LL FIND IN STOCKTON
tribution, the newly welcomed mem us something to talk about. We never give yourselves a chance to use Catherine Marsh, who is a student at
bers of the Society will receive their want to thank the committee for the those suits a night. There are a Cal. and the sister of Doris Marsh.
official Ortho Meta Para shingles stupendous idea in dress.
great many of you from Southern
Caroline Lister and Catherine ChisArt Irish and Pat Roberts were
signifying high achievment in the
California, and you know the fellows man, former Pacific students plan to
two
of
the
worst
dressed
people
Chemistry field.
Both new and old
NO
there are supposed to be the best attend the Cal.-Pacific game. They
GIVEN WITH ANY
members are urged to attend this there. Art had on a blue checked dressers in the state, BUT YOU
are attending business school in the
MONEY
meeting.
WILL HAVE TO SHOW US.
PURCHASE OF
bay district.

Bad Taste Reigns
At Omega Phi
Dan:e

Women's Hall To
Give Dance
Tonight

Manor Hall Plans
For Swing Tea

STYLE GAZING
Witt

Pcj

Mrs. Burns Gives
Party For Guest

New Girls Asked
To Musicale

Rushing Starts
At Sororities

Ortho Meta Para
To Hear Rammer

Epsilon Girls Are
IVeekend Guests

Mu Zeta Girls IVill

Atte?id Game

CREDIT PLAN
FREE RADIO

DOWN

"The Limitations of Science"
will be the sermon topic

Sunday, Oct. 17, 1937
at the
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH
on Pacific Ave. 2 blocks south of
the campus
ARTHUR FOOTE, Minister

PAY AS
LOW
AS

A WEEK

TRADE IN
YOUR OLD
RADIO
WE'LL GIVE
YOU UP TO

$50.00

FREE TUBE TEST

Select your
set, m a k e
the pur
chase a n d
y o u

t a k e

two radios
home ins t e a d of
one.

C O A S T
R A D I O
226 East Main

§CCIAL
CALENDAR

Rushees

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 16
U. C. Football game, Berkeley

Attractively decorated rooms at MONDAY, OCTOBER 18
Rehearsal, Auditorium, 8:00
the Tau Kappa Kappa house on Paci
fic Avenue will welcome rushees TUESDAY, OCTOBER 19
Tuesday night for an informal din
Chorus, Auditorium, 7:00
ner. Football, king of this season,
will provide the theme. Miss Betty WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER. 20
Anne Smith and Miss Jeanne Wood
S. C. A. Meeting, "Y" rooms
ruff are in charge of decorations,
Orchestra Rehearsal, Auditorium,
and Miss Lois Mae Ventre and Miss
7:00-8:30
Patty Mason are chairmen of the
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 21
programs. Greeting the guests at the
Student Dance, Gym, 7:00-8:00
door will be Miss Ellen Deering,
Faculty Club Meeting, 7:00
house mother, and Miss Aline Durst,
house president.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 22
Tau Kappa Kappa was hostess on
Rehearsal, Auditorium.
Wednesday at an informal tea. Dec
orations were in charge of Miss Alice
Hall and Miss Myrtle King, with
Miss Betty Anne Smith and Miss
Dorothy Dinibilo serving. Miss Edna
Clark arranged for cleanup.
Members of Tau Kappa Kappa will
preside at an Italian dinner Thurs
day night, honoring rushees. Novel
decorations are being planned by
Miss Evelyn Ward and Miss Helen
Hall. Guests will be entertained by
a program in keeping with the theme
A tea to swing music is the enter
provided by Miss Ruth Johnson and
taining theme of the tea to be pre
Miss Molly Stanford.
sented by Manor Hall Friday, Oct
ober 29, from four to six. A hot
colored swing band from downtown
will be engaged for the afternoon to
furnish the music. The decorations
in the house will be greatly burles
qued.
Eugene Minson will be in charge
of all arrangements, and assisting
him will be the ticket committee con
sisting of Dorothy Springstead, Lor
The time for Archania's Father raine White, and Kenneth Stowell.
All those on the campus are invited.
and Son Banquet is at hand. Tonight
at 7:30 in the banquet hall of Gould's The charge will be one dollar per
restaurant some forty fraternity men person.
and their adult guests will gather to
Clarence Compton will be there to
celebrate and old epicurean custom.
take pictures for the annual. During
Most of the Archites will be ac the afternoon tea and refreshments
companied by their fathers while will be served.
those coming from distant homes willbring older acquaintances or faculty
men. Entertainment will be under
care of John Mac Millan with the
honor guest speaker of the evening
being the Honorable Ralph Fay, may
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
or of Stockton.
DURING THE COLLEGE YEAR
Scintillating wit will be assured the BY THE PACIFIC STUDENT
gathering with Dr. Eislen acting as
ASSOCIATION
the toastmaster for the evening. The
menu will be featured by Young Tom
Turkey, always a very welcome guest FOR RATES ON ADVERTISING
WRITE OR SEE MANAGER
to such an occasion.
Bill Carlisle, Archite prexy, an
nounces a tentative list of members Acceptance for mailing at special
and guests;
rate of postage provided for in Sec
Marion Akers, Mr. Akers, Dale tion 1103 October 3, 1917, authorized
October 24, 1924.
Rose, Mr. Rose, Bill Carlisle, Mr.
Carlisle, Dick Eaton, Mr. James Cor
son, Ralph Trembly, Ralph Frances, Entered as second-class matter Octo
Milt Greenblatt, Mr. Harold Jacoby, ber 24, 1924, at the Post Office at
Everett Akers, Frances Hellman, Stockton, California, under the Act
Frank Nash, Bob Bovey, Mr. Bovey,
of March 3, 1879.
Howard Martin, Mr. Martin, George
Braire, Mr. Ralph Fay, Roger Baer,
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $1.50
Mr. Baer, Roy Haney, Mr. O. H. RitA YEAR.
ter, Hermon Ginn, Mr. Ginn, Jack
Farnesi, Mr. Farnesi, Alex Turkatte,
Mr. Turkatte, Jim Travaille, Mr. Travaille, Phil Martinovitch, Mr. Mar
tinovitch.

Manor Hall Has
Mock Wedding
At Party

Archania To Fete
Fathers At
Banquet

PACIFIC WEEKLY

Miss Pierce Made
House Mother
Miss Patty Pierce, head of the
English department, is the newly ap
pointed house mother of Alpha
Kappa Phi fraternity.
This an
nouncement was made at the meeting
Tuesday afternoon of the Mothers &
Patronesses Club by Mrs. Frank L.
Nash, president. Plans were made
for getting new dishes for the fra
ternity. The club will meet the first
Monday of each month with Mrs.
Frank Wilson, first vice-president
and Mrs. Roy Akers, secretary-treas-

MINIATURESDecorate your own for What-Not
Shelves. Twenty pieces of artistic white
metal figures, oil paints,
bruches. POSTPAID . .
Jz

Williams Kast Art Co.
Phone 3195

P. 0. Box 1253

College and "Career" Girls
Choose

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
339 East Main Street
. . JEWELERS . .

GREETING CARDS
For All Occasions...

PERSONAL
JEWELRY

$1.25 up
Chas. Haas
& Sons
J E W E L E R S

Sierra Theatre
"VOGUES
OF 1938"
Warner Baxter
and
Joan Bennett

I I I I I I I I I I I I
MORRIS BROS.
STATIONERS
17 N. Hunter

Guaranteed as advertised
In Good Housekeeping

Their popularity rates at the topi
Good-looking... sturdy..»grand for
everyday. In black or brown... .at
PARIS FASHION'S good-tp-find price!

Shoe Dept.—Mezzenine Floor

Olnc.
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THE LONG

Iwtgal Sparta
Edited by BILL BECKER

BENGALITES
LINE-UPS

the probable
when Pacific
at Berkeley Sat-

Pacific makes a good showing
at Cal.—our only comment.

• STYLE STORE FOREMEN*

Progresses With
Stockton

Stop at the
Bookstore

"AGGIE" STUDENT
KNOWS HIS BEES

"A Nickle Buys
a FEATHER for
Your Hat"

* OTefitminsitcr
MARK RCO.. U. •. PAT,OFF.

*

Tyrol Tartans

quarter limping badly. . . ."Foosie"
Foss was another casualty. . . .
Jack O'Neill was conspicious by
his absence ... an injured left leg
kept him out of action. . . . Cor
son's Kids will take a rest this
week-end, no game being on their
schedule.

Bring Your Racquets
to the

Racquet Shop
313 - 317 EAST MAIN STREET

Owned by a Student
IN THE BOOKSTORE

Saturday, Oct. 16th

SHOW THE

RAMON NOVARRO In

BEARS

"The Shiek
Steps Out"

SOME
COLOR

ALSO
CLARK GABLE and
WALLACE BEERY in

'Hell Divers'
Sports
Equipment
TILL
2 A. M.

BOOKSTORE

We extend to you a cordial invitation to visit
our Newly Remodeled Store . . . equipped
with every facility for your convenience and
comfort . . . including a modern Air-Conditioning System.

.IVOR HIVE

- - majoring

in Bee Culture" at State U.,
says; . . . "Don't get stung
• • • insist on getting the
genuine Can't Bust 'Em
CAMPUS CORDS. 'Hive'
never worn any others—and
Bee heve you me they're
honeys' for style—fit—and
wear. Easily cleaned with
soap and water "

UMIVSRSITY-mrilO TROUMR*

• Look for this Gold Label
at your clothiers.

LAMBERT'S
2# I E. WEBER

COLLEGE

As Stockton progresses, so has Yost Bros., trying
always to better serve you in the future than in
the past. Featuring America's Finest NationallyKnown Clothing . . . Hats and Furnishings for
Men and Young Men . . . with sensational
values in every department.

Phone 2962W

Doug. CAMPBELL-Ed. KOEHLE1,
Campus Representatives

The WARDROBE
Phone

